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We evaluated the use of infrared (IR) video thermography to  
observe directly ice nucleation and propagation in  plants. An im- 
aging radiometer with an HgCdTe long-wave (8-12 pm) detector 
was utilized to image the thermal response of plants during freez- 
ing. IR  images were analyzed in real time and recorded on video- 
tape. lnformation on the videotape was subsequently accessed and 
analyzed utilizing IR  image analysis software. Freezing of water 
droplets as small as zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA0.5 zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBApL was clearly detectable with the radiom- 
eter. Additionally, a comparison of temperature tracking data col- 
lected by the radiometer with data collected with thermocouples 
showed close correspondence. Monitoring of an array of plant 
species under different freezing conditions revealed that ice nucle- 
ation and propagation are readily observable by thermal imaging. In  
many instances, the ice nucleation-active bacterium Pseudomonas 
syringae placed on test plants could be seen to initiate freezing of 
the whole plant. Apparent ice nucleation by intrinsic nucleators, 
despite the presence of ice nucleation-active bacteria, was also 
evident in some species. Floral bud tissues of peach (Prunus persica) 
could be seen to  supercool below the temperature of stem tissues, 
and ice nucleation at the site of insertion of the thermocouple was 
frequently observed. Rates of propagation of ice in  different tissues 
were also easily measured by thermal imaging. This study demon- 
strates that I R  thermography i s  an excellent method for studying ice 
nucleation and propagation in plants. 

~~ ~ 

Frost-sensitive plant species have limited ability to tol- 

erate ice formation in their tissues (Cary and Mayland, 

1970; Burke et al., 1976). Although not damaged by cold 

temperatures alone, these species exhibit freeze damage 

when ice formation occurs. The control of frost injury to 

such species is achieved by avoiding ice formation. One 

way to do this is to warm the plant to temperatures above 

the freezing point of the tissue. Alternatively, plants can 

supercool to some extent below 0°C and avoid damaging 

ice formation (Lucas, 1954; Modlibowska, 1962; Cary and 

Mayland, 1970; Burke et al., 1976; Lindow et al., 1978; 

Marcellos and Single, 1976, 1979; Proebsting et al., 1982; 

Ashworth and Kieft, 1995; Lindow, 1995). The temperature 

Video sequences of the experiments documented in this study 

are available for educationai purposes in NTSC or PAL format by 
sending a blank tape and cover letter (specifying NTSC or PAL 
format) to the corresponding author. 

* Corresponding author; e-mail mwisniew@asrr.arsusda.gov; 

fax 1-304-728-2340. 

to which plants can supercool varies in plant species and is 

influenced by the presence of ice-nucleating agents that 

may be of plant (Ashworth and Davis, 1984; Anderson and 

Ashworth, 1985; Andrews et al., 1986; Gross et al., 1988) or 

bacterial (King et al., 1954; Kaku, 1964; Lindow et al., 1978, 

1982; Lindow, 1982, 1983, 1985, 1995; Gross et al., 1984; 

Hirano et al., 1985) origin. 

Although the abundance of ice nuclei on plants can be 

estimated by freezing droplets of plant macerates or small 

portions of plant tissue (Lindow et al., 1982; Ashworth and 

Kieft, 1995), these procedures are destructive and do not 

provide information concerning the location of ice nucle- 

ation. Likewise, ice formation in intact plants can be readily 

detected by measuring the heat that is released upon the 

freezing of the water in the plant (Cary and Mayland, 1970; 

Quamme et al., 1972; Burke et al., 1976; Proebsting et al., 

1982; Ashworth and Davis, 1984; Anderson and Ashworth, 

1985; Ashworth et al., 1985; Andrews et al., 1986; Yelenosky 

1991a, 1991b; Ashworth and Kieft, 1995). However, even 

when arrays of temperature-measuring devices are at- 

tached to plants, the actual site of ice initiation and the 

temperature at the site where ice nucleation occurred can 

only be inferred (Ashworth et al., 1985). 

Knowledge of the relative importance of ice nucleation 

and inoculation from elsewhere in a plant on the freezing 

of a particular plant part is important in devising strategies 

for frost control. Such information is critica1 to evaluating 

the strategy of enhancing supercooling of plants as a means 

of avoiding damaging ice formation. Unfortunately, a 

knowledge of the processes of freezing in whole plants, 

particularly under realistic field conditions, is lacking. A 

method is needed that would reveal where ice initially 

forms in plants and how it propagates to explain inconsis- 

tencies observed in the control of frost damage by reducing 

ice nucleation-active (referred to as Ice+) bacteria and to 

elucidate the role of intrinsic ice-nucleating agents in frost 

damage (Lindow et al., 1978, 1982, 1983; Lindow, 1982, 

1985; Hirano et al., 1985; Gross et al., 1988; Proebsting and 

Gross, 1988). 

In this study we evaluated IR video thermography under 

controlled conditions as a method to directly observe ice 

nucleation (i.e. initial ice formation) and propagation in 

plants as revealed by changes in temperature caused by the 

release of the heat of fusion as water changes phase from a 

liquid to a solid. Although this approach has been previ- 
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ously used to study these processes in plants (Le Grice et 

al., 1993; Ceccardi et al., 1995), these preliminary evalua- 

tions were rather limited in scope, and recent advances in 

temperature sensitivity and accuracy, as well as spatial 

resolution, have greatly improved this technology. Previ- 

ous attempts at using this technology rendered poor- 

quality images in which the details of ice nucleation and 

propagation were difficult to discern. In this study we 

addressed whether IR video thermography devices had 

sufficient spatial and thermal resolution to detect initial ice 

nucleation events and to determine patterns of subsequent 

ice propagation in a variety of plant species and tissue 

types. zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
MATERIALS AND METHODS 

I R  lmager 

An imaging radiometer' (model 760, Inframetrics, North 

Billerica, MA) with an HgCdTe long-wave (8-12 pm) de- 

tector was utilized to monitor and image the thermal re- 

sponse of bacterial suspensions of zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAPseudomonas syringae or 

plants during freezing. IR images were analyzed in real 

time and recorded on videotape. Information could be 

subsequently recovered from the videotape by reviewing it 

with proprietary IR image analysis software (Inframetrics). 

Selected digital images of a video sequence were selected 

to highlight important details, and color negatives of these 

images were made for presentation. The user is allowed to 

select a temperature span during the operation of the cam- 

era. The intermediary temperatures of the selected span are 

displayed as a gray scale (or selected color palette). The 

midpoint of the selected temperature range can be changed 
up or down at the operator's discretion. Temperatures 

below the selected span are typically displayed as black 

and those above the upper limit of the temperature range 

are displayed as white. In most cases, a temperature span 

of 2 or 5°C was utilized and the midpoint of the range was 

lowered as the temperature decreased to ensure that the 

exothermic events associated with freezing occurred 

within the temperature span selected on the camera. Tem- 

perature spans larger than 5°C did not enable resolution of 

the small exothermic events associated with ice formation 

and propagation in or on the surface of the plants. 

Ice+ Bacteria 

The source and characteristics of P. syringae strain Cit7 

have been described (Lindow, 1985). This Ice+ bacterium 

was grown for 48 to 96 h on plates of King's medium B 

(King et al., 1954) at 20°C. Cells were harvested with a 

sterile toothpick and suspended in sterile, distilled water. 

Freezing Studies 

Drops of water suspensions of Ice+ bacterial strain Cit7 

ranging in size from 0.5-50.0 pL were placed on a thermo- 

electric cooling plate (Cambion, Midland Ross, Cambridge, 

Mention of a trade name or specific equipment does not con- 

stitute a guarantee, warranty, or endorsement of the product. 

MA) set at 5°C to determine the smallest droplet in which 

ice nucleation could be determined. The temperature of the 

cooling plate was then decreased to -5.0°C, which was 

sufficient to cause a11 of the droplets to freeze. 

A11 plants were cooled in a refrigerated incubator (model 

3825, Forma Scientific, Marietta, OH). The lowest temper- 

ature obtainable in this incubator was about -5.O"C. Plant 

material was placed in the incubator with the temperature 

set either at its lowest limit or at 0°C. In the former case, the 

temperature of the chamber warmed to about 2°C when the 

chamber door was opened and the plants were placed 

within the chamber. When the door was closed there was a 

rapid decrease in temperature to -1"C, followed by a slow 

cooling to about -5°C during a period of about 20 min. In 

the latter case, cooling rates of zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA1.0 to 2.0"C h-' were uti- 

lized. No difference was observed in nucleation tempera- 

ture or in the pattern of ice propagation between the two 

cooling rates. In the examples presented, plant materials 

were shielded from direct exposure to air currents pro- 

duced by the fan within the incubator by separating the 

incubator into two compartments with a piece of plywood. 

Plant materials utilized in this study were potted, 

greenhouse-grown bean plants (Pkaseolus vulgaris cv Bush 

Blue Lake), as well as cut, flowering shoots and vegetative 

stems of peach (Prunus  persica cv Loring), cut, flowering 

shoots of apple (Malus  domestica cv Rome), and cut, termi- 

nal shoots of rhododendron (Xkododendron sp. cv Olga), a11 

of which were collected from field plantings at the research 

station in Kearneysville, WV, between March and April 

1995. Plant material was either placed in the incubator dry, 

misted with water, or inoculated with a 2.0-pL droplet of a 

suspension of Ice+ bacterial strain Cit7 placed at specific 

locations on the plant. Experiments were repeated nu- 

merous times (in some cases more than 25 individual 

replicates) and representative images were selected for 

presentation. 

RESULTS 

Determination of Accuracy and Sensitivity 

The freezing of droplets of a suspension of Ice+ bacteria 

as small as 0.5 pL on a thermoelectric cooling plate were 

clearly detectable using the IR radiometer (Fig. 1, seen as a 

brightening of the drop due to the release of heat of fusion). 

Bean leaf surface temperatures measured using 30-gauge 

copper-constantan thermocouples and the IR radiometer 

were very similar at both slow and fast cooling rates in an 

advective cooling chamber (Fig. zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA2). Although air and dry 

leaf surface temperatures were similar, water droplets on 

the surface of the leaves were about 1°C cooler than the 

leaves, presumably due to evaporative cooling (Fig. 2A). 

These preliminary experiments demonstrated that the IR 

equipment (a) was capable of detecting freezing of water 

brought about by the release of the latent heat of fusion, (b) 

was sensitive enough to detect freezing of small units of 

water, and (c) could accurately track temperatures of cool- 

ing objects. 
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IR Thermography of Ice Nucleation in Plants 329

Figure 1. Freezing of droplets of a suspension of P. syringae on a
thermoelectric cooling plate as viewed with IR video thermography.
Droplets ranged in size from 0.5 to 50.0 /xL. A, Freezing of the largest
droplet is visible as a sudden brightening of the droplet brought about
by the release of latent heat. B, Freezing of additional droplets is
visible. Although not shown, freezing of droplets as small as 0.5 /nL
was clearly visible.

Nucleation of a Bean Plant with an lce+ Bacterium

A 2.0-juL droplet of a suspension of an Ice
+
 bacterial

strain was placed on the left half of a bean leaf and a
slightly larger droplet of water was placed on the right side
(Fig. 3). The droplet of water appeared black because it was

at a lower temperature than the subtending leaf, probably
due to evaporative cooling, and was out of the temperature

range set for the display device. The display temperature

range was 2°C and the chosen color palette rendered areas

with temperatures below that range as black and those

above as white.

The small droplet of Ice+ bacterial cells was the first to
freeze, as detected by the sudden warming of the droplet.
Freezing of the leaf was detected 2 min, 25 s later at the site

of the bacterial droplet (Fig. 3B). Ice then propagated

throughout the entire leaf, down through the petiole, and
throughout the rest of the plant, again seen as a sudden

warming of the tissue (Fig. 3, C-E). The temperature of the

freezing leaf was initially at least 0.3°C warmer than the

unfrozen parts of the leaf, allowing clear visualization of

the ice/water boundary during ice propagation. The tem-

perature difference between the frozen and unfrozen por-
tion of the leaf continued to increase with time as more

water froze and ice accumulated. The drop of water on the

surface of the leaf froze independently at least 2.5 min after

the subtending portion of the leaf had frozen (Fig. 3F).

When numerous drops of water were placed on the

surface of the bean leaf, each drop froze in a random

manner over several minutes following the first freezing

event, independently of other droplets and the freezing of

the subtending portion of the leaf (data not shown). When-

ever Ice"
1
" bacteria were placed on the surface of the leaf,

with or without additional droplets of water, initial nucle-

ation of the leaf was induced at the site of the placement of
Ice"

1
" bacteria. In the absence of introduced Ice"

1
" bacteria,

nucleation of the leaf was induced at the site of a droplet of

frozen water that had previously nucleated independently.

Plants with dry leaf surfaces remained unfrozen to at least

—5°C (the lower limit of the incubation chamber used in

this study). Under the advective conditions present in our

refrigerated incubator, surface temperature differences be-

tween plant parts were minimal. At the time initial ice

nucleation events occurred, most portions of a leaf, flower,

or stem were within 0.5°C of each other, as evidenced by

their homogeneous color (Figs. 3-8).

Leaf Surface, Thermocouple
Leaf Surface, Infrared Camera
Water Droplet on Leaf Surface
Infrared Camera

10 20 30

Time (minutes)

2.0

1.5

e 1-°
§ 0.5

ro

-0.5

-1.0

-1.5

—*— Leaf Surface, Thermocouple
—o— Leaf Surface, Infrared Camera

B
4 6 8 10 12

Time (minutes)

Figure 2. Comparison of bean (cv Blue Lake) leaf temperatures
during a cooling experiment as detected using a copper-constantan
thermocouple or an IR camera. Temperature of a water droplet
undergoing evaporative cooling on the surface of the bean leaf is also
plotted (A). Two different cooling regimes are represented in A and B.
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Figure 3. Ice nucleation and ice propagation in
a bean (cv Blue Lake) plant in which either a
2.0-jj.L droplet of a suspension of P. syringae (A,
arrow) or a drop of deionized water (B, dart) was
placed on the surface of the leaf. The drop of
water is cooler than the surface of the leaf due to
evaporative cooling (seen as a black spot as the
actual temperature of the water drop was out of
the range set for display of temperatures sensed
by the IR imager). The droplet containing lce+

bacterial cells was the first to freeze, and that ice
then induced ice nucleation in the bean leaf
seen as a whitish zone around the lce+ bacterial
cells. (B). Ice then propagated throughout the
leaf and into the rest of the plant (B-F). Freezing
of the water droplet on the surface of the leaf
occurred over 2 min after most of the water in
the subtending leaf had frozen and the exother-
mic response had dissipated, allowing the leaf to
resume cooling (F, blue color).

As illustrated in Figure 4, rates of ice propagation could

also be determined using the IR radiometer. When ice

nucleation was induced in the stem of the bean plant by the

application of Ice
+
 bacteria, ice propagation occurred at a

slower rate in the nodal area than in the internodal portions

of the stem. Once through the internode, ice propagation

resumed a rate similar to that in the subtending internode.

Ice Nucleation in Peach Stems and Flowers

When Ice
+
 bacteria were applied to the base of the

gynoecium in peach flowers, the bacteria were the first to

freeze, as indicated by the bright region at the base of the

treated flower (Fig. 5A), and subsequently induced nucle-

ation in the flower (Fig. 5B). Initial freezing of bacteria

Figure 4. Determination of rates of ice propa-
gation in a bean plant using IR video thermog-
raphy. The initial site of ice nucleation occurred
in the stem at the site of the placement of a drop
of culture of P. syringae (left image, white spot
near center of stem). Propagation of ice from the
site of nucleation up through the stem into the
terminal leaf is visible as a light blue-white band
increasing in length with time (center and right
image). The length of the ice front in the stem as
a function of time is plotted in the graph above
the figures.

Time (seconds)

0 10 20 30 40 50

ICE NUCLEATION
IN STEM

PROPAGATION RATE
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IR Thermography of Ice Nucleation in Plants 331

Figure 5. Ice nucleation and propagation in flowering shoots of
peach (cv Loring) as seen with IR video thermography. A to C, Shoot
with a droplet of suspension of lce+ bacterial cells (P. syringae)

placed at the base of the gynoecium of a flower. The drop of Ice*
bacteria was the first to freeze (A, light colored spot at arrow) and
then induced ice nucleation of the flower (B). Ice then propagated
into the stem and out to other flowers along the shoot (B and C). D
to F, Freezing of peach shoot in the absence of introduced lce+

bacteria. Ice nucleation initially occurred in the stem (D, arrow) and
then propagated along the shoot and out to the flowers (E and F).

occurred at about — 3.0°C. Ice then propagated into the

stem and into the other open flowers (Fig. 5, B and C; note

brightening of tissue as ice propagates into the tissue). In

the absence of applied Ice+ bacteria, initial ice nucleation

was observed primarily in stem tissues (Fig. 5D) at tem-

peratures in the range of —3.0 to —4.2°C. Subsequently, ice

propagated along the stem and into the attached flowers
(Fig. 5, E and F). These data indicate that ice can readily

propagate along a shoot and to and from attached flowers.
Additionally, a single nucleation event can trigger freezing

of an entire shoot.
Ice nucleation within the peach stem initially occurred in

cortical tissues and then propagated into xylem and pith

tissues (Fig. 6, A-C). The rate of vertical propagation in

cortical tissues was faster than propagation circumferen-
tially (around the stem). This was evidenced by the time

elapsed before freezing was visible on the right side of the
shoot compared with the time elapsed for freezing to be

visible a considerable distance down from the initial site of

ice formation in the left side of the shoot. In some peach

twigs, the freezing process was more complex. Examples of

flowers along a stem harboring only indigenous ice nuclei

frozen independently of each other and prior to the freez-

ing of the stem tissue were noted (data not shown). Addi-

tionally, the presence of both frozen and unfrozen flower

buds attached to a frozen stem were also observed. In

experiments in which thermocouples were attached to

shoots, ice nucleation often occurred at the site of the

thermocouple.

D.

Figure 6. Ice nucleation and propagation in a peach (cv Loring)
shoot that was split in half longitudinally (A-C) and in a detached
flowering shoot of apple (cv Rome) in the absence of introduced lce+

bacteria (D-F), as seen with IR video thermography. Ice nucleation
occurred in the cortical tissue (A, arrow, visible as a light area) and
propagated through the cortical tissues both vertically and circum-
ferentially (although at a greater rate vertically) and then into xylem
and pith tissues (B and C). Ice propagation from the main branch into
smaller branches is also visible (B and C). Ice nucleation occurred at
the cut surface of the flowering apple shoot (D, arrow, light area) and
then propagated down through the shoot and out into the leaves and
clusters of flowers (E and F).
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Ice Nucleation in Apple Flower Clusters

In the absence of applied Ice' bacteria, initial ice nucle-

ation occurred in apple stem tissues (Fig. 6D, bright area at

the top) and ice propagated into flower clusters (Fig. 6, E

and F). When droplets (approximately 2.0 pL) of an Ice
+

bacterial suspension were placed either on leaves or di-

rectly on the flower clusters, these droplets froze first and
served as the site of nucleation for the apple stem and

flower clusters (Fig. 7). Unfrozen droplets were cooler (ap-

pearing black) than the surrounding tissue due to evapo-
rative cooling (Fig. 7A). As droplets froze, an abrupt

change in temperature was detected (Fig. 7, bright spots).

Ice Nucleation in Rhododendron Shoots

In contrast to the other woody plants examined, the site

of initial ice nucleation in rhododendron was within the

stem of the plant regardless of whether Ice
+
 bacteria were

applied to the leaf surface of this plant (Fig. 8). Even in

cases in which a droplet of Ice
+
 bacteria had frozen on the

surface of the leaf, the frozen droplet did not induce freez-

ing of the underlying leaf. The terminal cluster of buds

(imaged as blue in the center of each figure) cooled at a

slower rate than the leaf material, i.e. at any given time

during the course of temperature observations (up until the

time the leaves froze), the bud tissues were warmer than

the surrounding leaves. This perhaps indicates that the

buds contained more water than leaves and that the water

acted as a thermal reservoir. Alternatively, the terminal

buds may have a higher metabolic rate.

DISCUSSION

The data from this initial study indicate that IR video-

imaging systems permit the freezing process in plants to be

directly observed. The temperature and spatial resolution

of the IR-imaging radiometer enabled us to clearly define

the initial site of ice nucleation, as well as to monitor the ice

front as it spread into the surrounding tissues. The IR
camera was capable of detecting the freezing of droplets as

small as 0.5 /nL (Fig. 1) and estimated the surface temper-

atures of plant tissue as accurately as a copper-constantan

thermocouple (Fig. 2).

A unique aspect of this technology is that one can deter-

mine the initial sites of ice nucleation and the temperature

at the time of nucleation, as well as monitor the subsequent

propagation of ice throughout the plant. Whereas there are

other methods for detecting and quantifying the number of

ice nuclei in plant tissue and detecting ice formation itself,

thermal IR thermography provides unique information not

available from these other techniques. Ice nuclei that are

active at the warmest temperature are of primary impor-

tance because they presumably initiate ice that subse-

quently propagates throughout the plant. Thermoelectric

devices such as copper-constantan thermocouples (Qua-

mme et al., 1972; Ash worth and Davis, 1984; Anderson and

Ashworth, 1985; Ashworth et al., 1985; Andrews et al.,

1986; Quamme, 1995) can provide an estimate of the tem-

perature at which the warmest ice nuclei catalyzed ice.

Unfortunately, it is not possible to determine either the site

or the number of ice nucleation events using this technol-

ogy; detecting the exothermic response of plants at a given

point merely indicates the temperature of that part of the

plant when ice formation occurred at that site. One has to

assume that the temperature was similar at the site where

ice nucleation occurred.

Arrays of thermocouples have been used to refine the

estimates of where ice formation occurred and the rate of

ice propagation (Single, 1964; Single and Olien, 1967; Ash-

worth et al., 1985; Yelenosky, 1991a, 1991b). Although mul-

tiple thermocouples are an improvement over the use of a

single temperature probe for assessing ice formation in a

plant, the accuracy with which conclusions on the site of ice

formation and the rate of ice propagation can be made are

proportional to the spatial density of the temperature

probes. The practicality of this approach decreases rapidly

with the number of probes that must be used.

In addition to the use of an array of thermocouples to

monitor ice propagation, cryomicroscopy has also been

Figure 7. Ice nucleation and propagation in a
detached apple flower cluster with a single
2.0-fiL drop of a suspension of an Ice* strain of
P. syringae placed on each petal of a large
flower, as seen with IR video thermography. A,
Evaporative cooling of several droplets to a tem-
perature below that of the petal is visible as dark
spots. One droplet nucleated and was warmer
than the petals and other droplets (yellow spot).
B, Freezing of the remaining drops occurred by
the time of capture of the image. C and D, This
induced freezing of the flower, and ice then
propagated into the rest of the cluster (yellow).
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IR Thermography of Ice Nucleation in Plants 333

Figure 8. Ice nucleation and propagation in a detached, terminal
portion of a shoot of rhododendron (cv Olga), as seen with IR video
thermography. Despite the freezing of a drop of a suspension of P.

syringae that had been placed on a leaf (A, arrow), initial nucleation
of the shoot occurred in the subtending stem and then propagated
into leaves and buds, causing a warming of the tissue (B and C, blue-
and rust-colored areas).

used (Kaku, 1964; Gary and Mayland, 1970; Burke et al,

1976). In the former approach, a large number of temper-

ature sensors would be needed to assess accurately the rate

of propagation over substantial distances or through suc-

cessive tissue types. The latter approach is limited to small
distances because of the limitations of the field of view of

the microscope used and cannot be used to study freezing

under field conditions. Thermal IR imaging seems ideally
suited for determining both the number and sites of ice

nucleation events, as well as the subsequent rate of
ice propagation. For example, differences in the rate of ice

propagation through nodal and internodal regions of bean

were easily detected and measured using this technique

(Fig. 4) and confirmed previous observations that differ-

ences in xylem anatomy at nodes slow the rate of ice

propagation (Zamecnik et al., 1994). Likewise, it is possible

to determine the temperature at the site and the time of ice

nucleation using IR-imaging techniques. Although little

temperature difference was observed within plants frozen

in the advective conditions used here, others have noted

that substantial differences in temperature occur within a

given plant under radiative freezing conditions in the field

(Modlibowska, 1962; Renquist, 1985). IR imaging should

prove particularly useful for determining ice nucleation

temperatures of plants under field conditions.

The ability of Ice
+
 bacteria to induce freezing in a variety

of plant species was clearly observed in the present study

(Figs. 3-8), as was the indication of putative, intrinsic agents

in woody plants (Figs. 5, D-F, 6, and 8). It is interesting that

cortical tissues appeared to be more efficient at ice nucle-

ation than xylem tissues (Figs. 6, A-C). In peach stems, ice

propagated vertically within the cortical tissues for a con-

siderable distance prior to the complete freezing of the xy-

lem tissues. We also observed that the site of placement of a

thermocouple was often the site of initial freezing (data not

shown). Why thermocouples should induce ice nucleation is

not known; however, thermocouples may represent a signif-

icant thermal mass and conduct heat away from the tissue.

Alternatively, Vali (1995) indicated that the orienting effects

of electric fields are believed to play a role in ice nucleation,

although this has been difficult to demonstrate. The pattern

of ice nucleation in peach stems and the induction of freez-

ing at the site of Ice
+
 bacterial cells and by thermocouples

are examples of information not obtainable with prior

technology.

A comparison of sequential images of bean leaves (Fig. 3)

and rhododendron leaves (Fig. 8) undergoing nucleation

and freezing indicated that the freezing of the rhododen-

dron leaves was independent of the freezing of the Ice
+

bacterial cells, whereas the nucleation of the bean plant was

directly induced by the prior freezing of droplets contain-

ing bacterial cells. In the example shown, nucleation of

water droplets on the bean leaf occurred at least 2 min after

the leaf had frozen. The pattern of ice formation (as evi-

denced by its exothermic fingerprint) appeared more den-

dritic in rhododendron than in bean leaves, where it ap-

peared to traverse the leaves in a wave-like pattern. Again,

these details of ice nucleation and propagation were not

previously discernible and may reflect differences in tissue

water content, the effect of antifreeze proteins or sugars on

ice growth, or other evolutionary adaptations developed

by plants to deal with the adverse effects of ice formation

in their tissues. These findings add complexity to our view

of inoculation of plants by ice.

The results of the present study indicate that ice nucle-

ation and propagation in plants can be quite complex. We

observed freezing of plants that was clearly induced by

applied Ice+ bacteria. Ice nucleation by putative intrinsic

nucleators, despite the presence of applied Ice
+
 bacteria,

was also observed. We did not assay for the presence of

Ice+ bacteria on the stem segments that were frozen in this

study. While viable Ice+ bacteria may have been present on

parts of the plant not inoculated with these species, the
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population sizes on the woody parts of deciduous tree 
fruits are commonly reported to  be low (Andrews et  al., 

1986; Gross e t  al., 1988). In some cases, open flower buds  

were the primary sites of ice nucleation i n  peach shoots, 

whereas i n  other samples ice nucleation occurred i n  s tem 

tissues. 

Overall, the use of current IR video technology is an 

excellent tool for elucidating the process of freezing and ice 

propagation in plants. Having demonstrated that ice nu- 
cleation and propagation can be readily observed in  labo- 

ratory studies using IR imaging, we are  now i n  the process 

of documenting the freezing of various plant species under  

a variety of field conditions. W e  hope that these studies 

will result i n  a more comprehensive knowledge of ice 

formation i n  plants and serve as  the basis for developing 

and refining frost protection technologies. 
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